James Joyce, a prolific Irish writer of his age. 'Clay' from Dubliner is known for its varied themes and techniques. It renders captivating opportunities for the readers to present his/her own perception of symbolism to 'Clay'. Joyce has displayed a double level of symbolism structure which he explicitly managed to handle paradoxical symbolic element simultaneously.
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Symbolism, a technique used by Joyce to expose the real human world. 'Clay' by Joyce is highly rich in symbols. Clay stands for dust. In the story, Maria is symbolically represented as Clay. Maria, an old lonely woman works in Lamplight laundry. She lives in a place, where women are shunned and left out. She is a staunch catholic follower, living amongst Protestant and other denomination group woman presents her tolerant nature and symbol of peace maker.
As she symbolises peace maker this associates her to mother Mary. Her name itself is an alternative to Mary. Many characteristics of Maria has a deeper connection with mother Mary. living in the laundry would have been closed off for a while she is deciding which cake to buy in the shop, the women behind the counter is being sarcastic. This also suggests a disconnection from the realities of the world. The ideal disconnection I explored from the real world near the end of the story when Mrs. Donnelly tells Maria that she will enter a convent by the end of the year. Again Joyce may be suggesting that life in a convent (may be an escape from realities) of the world.
Joyce uses the symbolism of the colour brown that dominates the entire story.
She was glad of her old brown waterproof. (113) Maria's raincoat is in brown so is the colour of the hat of the man on the tramp. Above all the central image of the story, Clay is also brownish. The wet and soft substance represents death. Maria herself is brown and in the verge of death.
In the divination game, Maria picking Clay, is a symbol for her pending death or her continued stunted development /paralysis. It is also significant that Maria was blindfolded.
Again this may be symbolism for Maria's inability to see where her life is going and Joyce may be suggesting a continued paralysis for Maria
By the end of the story, Joe recalls for what he is been searching for.
…..in the end he had to ask his wife where the corkscrew was (118) A corkscrew that Joe looks for when he is full of tears upon hearing Maria's song is the symbol of the way people avoid facing painful reality by focussing on trivial objects.
Various themes in Clay
Poverty is a dominant theme in the story. Maria's response and reaction when realises that the cake she bought was lost especially painful because the cost was she shell down her modest means towards such expensive food. Through her limited earnings Maria intends to treat her beloved family members. Her agony and helplessness are seen when she realises, the cake she bought is missing, this is pitiful and critical under this light.
The theme of intrusion is of course already played over Maria's entry into the house.
What is deeply disturbing about the narrative strategy in the story is the way Maria is described by Joyce.
Maria was a very, very small person indeed but she had a very long nose and a very long chin. She talked a little through her nose, always soothingly: …… (110) Like the word, clay witch is also never mentioned in the Halloween story but the hints are only too insistent to be ignored. The anxiety about the presence of the strangers' outsiders, absolute others almost metaphorical. Maria represents a witchlike figure whose ominous presence forcibly brings back the uncomfortable question of death and complete disruption of communal harmony at the feast. She is identified as a figure of evil -spirit whose very presence in the feast wishes to obliterate .She is that stranger whose entry into the house was supposed to prevent. 
